ANNO DOMINI – COINS
Short introduction

T. BOSCHETTI-MARADI – J. DIAZ TABERNERO, ANNO DOMINI – MÜNZEN.
Game pack with 336 cards (idea: U. Hostettler). Abacusspiele 2002.
Are you interested in history and good at
bluffing? Then this is the game for you! The
game pack holds 336 cards and can be played
by 2–10 players (ideally 3–6) starting from 12
years of age. Simple to learn, each game takes
about 30–60 minutes to play. ANNO DOMINI –
COINS is a combination of pictures and text.
Each of the 280 picture cards shows a coin
from the ancient world to modern times, while
the other 56 cards test your knowledge of
money and history.
Despite the title ANNO DOMINI, the
game is not about knowing what happened in
which year. The amazing, sometimes confusing, but always important events on the cards
need to be arranged into the order in which
they occurred. More than half of the events on
the cards are things you might never have
heard of let alone know when they happened.
Knowledge is less important than
having an eye for historical clues, bluffing
skills, self-confidence and selecting the right
cards to play. There are several packs of this
game available, each with a different theme
(e. g. Nature, Lifestyle, Sex & Crime) and each
pack holds 336 cards – more than enough to
play again and again. The packs can be mixed
too.
Instructions
Two to ten players are dealt nine cards each
that show coins or describe historic events on
one side of the card and the date on the other
side. Players are not allowed to look at the side
with the date on it. The game starts with one
card on the table. Players in sequence may
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now play one of their cards and place it either
above or below the previous card, depending
on whether they believe their coin or event is
later or earlier. As the players lay down their
cards the sequence of cards on the table
becomes longer and longer and the probability
that the cards are not in their correct order
increases.
A player may, instead of playing a
card, challenge the sequence and turn over the
cards thereby revealing the dates. If the dates
are not in the right order, then the last player
who placed a card must take three new cards
and the game continues with the challenger
playing a new card drawn from the top of the
pack. If, however, the sequence of dates was
correct, the challenger must take two cards
from the pack and the player to the left of the
challenger plays a new card from the pack.
The winner of the game is the player
who is the first to get rid of all his/her cards.
Further information
A player with only one card cannot restart the
game but must take two cards from the pack
and lay down all three cards at once (and in
the right order) to win.
Temporal sequence
Jh. = century. Im 12. Jh. means in the 12th
century (AD 1101–1200).
v. u. Z. = BC (Before Christ). Im 7. Jh. v. u. Z.
means in the 7th century BC (700–601 BC).
um = around. Um 1990 means around 1990
(1985–1995).

